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Takebishi Products Lineup

 Software for connecting control device data with IT systems.

 Can communicate with more than 400 series / 100 vendor control 

devices in production sites.

 No.1 share in Japan. Installed in various industries all over the world. 

OPC Foundation Certified.

 A unit which bridges the data from production equipment to IoT Service.

 Supports OPC UA and MQTT. Can communicate with various IoT services.

 Access more than 320 series of control device in production site.
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HTTP HTTP

 Software which integrates data between production sites and IT systems 

without the use of coding.

 Easy to configure, which saves time on creating maintenance 

specifications.

 Has extensive connectivity, including OPC UA, with a wide range of 

adapters for direct connection to the system.

 Software solution that records anomalous events on equipment

in production sites.

 When DxpRecSync detects fault signals in the PLC, it records the time before 

and after the anomaly event occurred.

 Supports improved operation rates by helping to find the causes of anomaly 

events in production equipment.

 Software which acts as a bridge between text files such as CSV files and 

IoT services.

 Allows for utilization of log data and other files for equipment without 

external communication capability.

 Communicates with various IoT services via OPC UA and MQTT.
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File linkage software

PLC communication 

plug-in

for AXIS cameras

 Software which collects data and monitors the status of production 

equipment.

 Provides a range of functions such as alarm monitoring, reporting and 

data collection at speeds of up to 50 msec.

 Monitors the status of equipment with Graphs and Real-time viewing. 
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